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L1659
3pc Sexy All Lace 

Top & Skirt Set

Lace up your desires 
on this two piece sexy 
lingerie set, fully laced 

with peek-a-boo cut 
outs and criss cross 

details. Cheeky garter 
skirt and rhinestone 

charm add a bling to 
the night. Includes lace 

garter.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Tutti White

          Glam Red
           
One Size 

1

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1659


B1656
2pc Sexy Heart 
Breaking Teddy

This one piece sexy 
lingerie Teddy will 
surely seduce. Cage 
chest gets sexy with 
a diamanté  heart 
charm, while wired 
cups, delicate floral 
lace and strappy open 
cuts, gets irresistibly 
connected to one side 
of the lace thong with 
heart charm details. 
Includes garters.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Sweet Peach

          Hot Cherry
           
One Size 

2

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1656


D1658
2pc Sexy Princess 

Gown

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 
sexy lingerie gown, 

with flirty front opening, 
Pearl details and 

dramatic lace. Princess 
style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong. 

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Royal

          Ruby
           
One Size 

3

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1658


D1657
2pc Sexy Princess 
Babydoll

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 
sexy lingerie babydoll , 
with flirty front opening, 
Pearl details and 
dramatic lace. Princess 
style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong. 

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Emerald

          Ruby
           
One Size 

4

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1657


B1654
1pv Vinyl & Lace 

Sexy Teddy

A halter sexy lingerie 
teddy trimmed in 

vinyl gets naughty 
in lace, chain details 

and diamanté charm. 
Plunging V-neckline.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Gold

          Red Wine
           
One Size 

5

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1654


L1664
2pc Sexy Night 
Pantalon Set

A sexy night starts 
with a seductive two 
piece set composed of 
sheer pants with top 
lace, daring open sides 
with bottom slit cut. A 
matching halter cami 
top with laced wired 
cups and sheer mesh 
completes the set. 
Heart charm adds a 
bling to the night.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Melon Blue

          Maroon Red
           
One Size 

6

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1664


L1669
3pc Sexy Lovers 

Garter Thong & 
Bra set

Show your love in this 
sexy lingerie set with 
delicate guipure lace 
bra and garter thong 
with contrast ribbon 

and heart charm 
details. Includes lace 

garter.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Black / Red
           
One Size 

7

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1669


L1663
3pc Sexy Day/Night 
Garter Panty Set 

The day starts with 
a sexy lingerie set 
made of strappy lacy 
garter thong with little 
heart details and a 
matching triangle bra 
in bold color to shine 
day and night. Includes 
stockings

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Neon Peach

          Red Carmine
           
One Size 

8

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1663


L1668
4pc Sexy Secret 

Lingerie Set & 
Stockings

Strappy bra and 
boyshort panty makes 

this lingerie set 
intriguingly sexy, with 

fishnet panels, vinyl 
buckled straps and 

heart pasties. Includes 
fishnet stockings.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Red Fire

           One Size 

9

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1668


X1605
4pc Femme 
Fatale Corsety & 
Stockings
Outrageously sexy 
this one piece strappy 
combination of halter 
corset and teddy 
brings the authentic 
femme fatale look 
with sultry jacquard 
lace, velour adjustable 
straps, diamanté 
charm, matching 
gloves and stockings.  
Includes pasties. 

Available Colors
          Scarlet Red
                     Black

One Size  

10

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWX1605


Available Colors

          Flaming Red

           
One Size 

D1609
2pc Sexy 

Flambé Gown

A gorgeous gown 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 

flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 

Matching cheeky panty 
included. 

11

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1609


D1608
2pc Sexy Flambé 
Babydoll 

A gorgeous babydoll 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 
flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 
Matching cheeky panty 
included. 

Available Colors

          Flaming Red

          Golden Pearl           
One Size 

12

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1608


B1607
1pc Risqué Teddy

A revealing open 
cups teddy seduce 

with straps, satin and 
cheeky Chantilly lace. 

Front zipper makes 
a dramatic risqué 

statement. 

Available Colors

          Red Carnal
           
One Size 

13

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1607


D1611
2pc Ultimate 
Strappy Dress  

This beyond 
breathtaking baydoll-
dress is fully opened 
with velour straps 
hugging the curves 
under a romantic 
draped tulle. A 
beautiful lace shows 
off for a perfect sexy 
cleavage. Mini bows 
kisses adds flirt. 
Includes thong and 
garter. 

Available Colors

          Black / Red
           
One Size 

14

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1611


B1303
1pc Essence of 
Glamour Teddy

One piece lust-have 
cut-out teddy, with 

dazzling straps and 
contrasting lace. Dare 

to bare back let all 
sensuality bloom. 

Available Colors

           Yellow
                      Pink

                         Red

One Size 

15

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1303


B1402
1pc Play & Tease 
Teddy 

Fully laced Teddy 
teases and makes 
it easy to be playful 
and sexy. Triple heart 
charms in front and 
flirty bows over straps 
on the sides. 

Available Colors

           Pink Love

           Red  Love

           Blue Love
           
One Size 

16

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1402


D1306
2pc Sexy 

Enhanced Dress

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly dress 

with sheer voile and 
strap details. Sexy 

gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 

Includes a garter.

Available Colors
          Black

          Red

          Aqua

One Size 

17

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1306


D1307
2pc Sexy 
Enhanced Gown

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly gown 
with sheer voile and 
strap details. Sexy 
gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 
Includes a garter. 

Available Colors
          Aqua

          Black

          Red

One Size 

18

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1307


D1435
2pc Parisien Lady 

love Babydoll

Accentuate your 
curves in this 

glamorous mix of lace 
and mesh babydoll 
romanced in satin 

contrast ribbon, deep 
plunging front, wired 

cups, and open cheeky 
back. Finished with 

a strappy thong with 
heart charm detail. 

Available Colors
          French Violet
                     Black

One Size  

19

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1435


D1418
2pc Parisien Lady 
love Gown

Accentuate your 
curves in this 
glamorous mix of 
lace and mesh gown 
romanced in satin 
contrast ribbon, deep 
plunging front, wired 
cups, and open back. 
Finished with a strappy 
thong with heart charm 
detail. 

Available Colors
          French Violet
                     Black

One Size  

20

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1418


Available Colors
          Red
                     Black

One Size  

D957
3pc Coup de 

Foudre Mini Dress

Sheer flyaway mini 
dress with laced 

cups and detachable 
rhinestone chain detail. 

High slit open back. 
Includes garter thong 

and garters. 

21

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD957


D916
3pc Coup de 
Foudre Dress

Sheer flyaway long 
dress with laced 
cups and detachable 
rhinestone chain detail. 
Jeweled bows. Satin 
waist matching thong 
comes with garters. 
High slit open back 
with adjustable hooks.

Available Colors
          Red
                     Black

One Size  

22

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD916






L1659
NEW ARRIVAL

3pc Sexy All Lace 
Top & Skirt Set

Lace up your desires 
on this two piece sexy 
lingerie set, fully laced 

with peek-a-boo cut 
outs and criss cross 

details. Cheeky garter 
skirt and rhinestone 

charm add a bling to 
the night. Includes lace 

garter.

Available Colors

          Tutti White

          Glam Red
           
One Size 

25

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1659


NEW ARRIVAL

D1651
3pc Sexy Passion 
Dress & Stockings

Seduce the night with 
this sexy lingerie mini 
dress utter romantic 
with halter floral 
lace and plunging 
V-neckline. Belt with 
charm connects and 
meets with desire a 
see-through show off 
garter skirt. Includes 
thong and stockings.

Available Colors
          Pink Passion
           
One Size  

26

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1651


D1662
2pc Sexy Tootsie 

Babydoll

Simply beautiful and 
irresistibly sexy, this 

lingerie babydoll 
comes with bright floral 

lace corset shaped 
to a tutu skirt. Sheer 

mesh wired cups 
with diamond charm. 
Plunging V back line 
gets flirty peeks over 
the cheeks. Includes 

thong.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Neon Apricot
           One Size 

27

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1662


NEW ARRIVAL

B1656
2pc Sexy Heart 
Breaking Teddy

This one piece sexy 
lingerie Teddy will 
surely seduce. Cage 
chest gets sexy with 
a diamanté  heart 
charm, while wired 
cups, delicate floral 
lace and strappy open 
cuts, gets irresistibly 
connected to one side 
of the lace thong with 
heart charm details. 
Includes garters.

Available Colors

          Sweet Peach

          Hot Cherry
           
One Size 

28

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1656


L1663
NEW ARRIVAL

3pc Sexy Day/Night 
Garter Panty Set 

The day starts with 
a sexy lingerie set 

made of strappy lacy 
garter thong with little 

heart details and a 
matching triangle bra 
in bold color to shine 

day and night. Includes 
stockings

Available Colors

          Neon Peach

          Red Carmine
           
One Size 

29

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1663


NEW ARRIVAL

B1660
2pc Sexy Night-Out 
Teddy & Stockings

A sexy night-out starts 
with a sensual lingerie 
teddy strapped around 
the body with front 
lace panels and criss 
cross details. Wired 
cups and garter belt 
with diamanté detail. 
Includes stockings.

Available Colors
          Pink Quartz
                     Majestic Purple

One Size  

30

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1660


Available Colors

One Size 

B1629
2pc Strappy 

Chantilly Teddy

Impossible to resist, 
this garter teddy 

comes with straps of 
seduction , enticing 
cups , chantilly lace 
and ultra revealing 

back. Includes garter 
lace. 

Dusty Peach

31

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1629


3pc Innocent Affair 
Robe 

A must have meant 
to thrill lingerie begins 
with sheer robe 
trimmed in shimmery 
lace sexy ruffled 
bottom wrapped in a 
contrast luxury ribbon. 
Includes a matching 
open crotch thong 
and open cup bra with 
heart charm to turn 
the night unforgettably 
sexy.

D1421

Available Colors

          Pink Quartz

One Size 

32

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1421


2pc Belle En 
Décoletté Dress

This floor-skimming 
silhouette stuns in 

beautiful lace, deep 
décoletté with sultry 

cutout sides , hook and 
eye closure and an 

open back. Matching 
thong included. 

D1604

Available Colors

          Edgy Pink
 
          Vermillion

One Size 

33

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1604


L1603
4pc Suspender 
Dress & Stockings

Sweet meets sexy in 
a cheeky suspender 
garter dress trimmed 
in lace with matching 
strapless bra and 
diamanté details. 
Thong and stockings 
are included.

Available Colors

          Midnight Mauve

One Size 

34

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1603


Available Colors

          Passion Pink

         Cobalt Blue

One Size 

3pc Cage Dress & 
Stockings 

This enticing garter 
dress comes with a 

strappy halter neckline, 
bustier cups and a 

flirty draped mesh to 
seduce from every 

angle. Adjustable 
straps gives a perfect 

fit to a pretty skirt 
mixed with lace 

and mesh. Includes  
stockings.

D1617

35

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1617


Available Colors

          Neon Pink

         Lavender

One Size 

B1623
2pc Daringly 
Strappy Teddy

Designed for the 
daring this teddy is 
seriously sensual with 
a mix of all your sexy 
favorites: lace & mesh, 
strappy & lace up. 
Cheeky with a strappy 
back and bling details. 
Includes garter lace.

36

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1623


3pc Belle du Jour 
Dress & Stockings

This romantic garter 
babydoll -Dress 

accentuates the curves 
in a mix of mesh and 

lace. An unlined belted 
halter mesh top with 
a deep plunge front 
gets naturally sexy 

over a lace skirt with 
criss cross details 
and cheeky back. 

Contrasting ribbon 
adds charm. Includes 

thong and stockings

D1606

Available Colors

          Tutti Pink

One Size 

37

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1606


D1415
3pc Sexy Darling 
Babydoll & 
Stockings 

A sparkling night 
starts with a delightful 
shiny sheer lace, 
cutout flyaway 
babydoll, strappy back 
embellished by golden 
beads and contrasting 
ribbon. Includes 
stockings and a garter 
panty for a late-night 
encounter. 

Available Colors

          Pink

One Size 

38

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1415


Available Colors

          Fashion Fuschia

              
One Size 

L1423
1pc Seductive 

Startlet 

Retro halter Teddy with 
satin crisscross waist, 

deep plunging neckline 
and diamanté detail, gets 
mysteriously sexy with a 

long sheer veil for a glam 
night full of surprises. 

39

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1423


B1502
2pc Sensual 
Mood Teddy

This wired cupped 
teddy makes a dramatic 
statement with stunning 
lace , curved straps 
and flirty lace up ribbon. 
Cheekini bottom paired 
with garters and bow set 
the stage for the perfect 
mood.

Available Colors

          Pink Hibiscus

          Sweet Blue

           
One Size 

40

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1502


2pc Coquette 
Gown

Play your coquettish 
side in this oh-so-sexy 

gown corset shape 
style with racy lace, 
lace up ribbon, bow 

details and wired cups 
framed with velour 

straps. Back with 
zipper opening detail.  

Includes matching 
thong. 

D1515

Available Colors

          Black
                    Orchid

One Size 

41

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1515


B809
2pc Gorgeous 
Criss Cross Teddy 
& Stockings

Velour strapped 
garter teddy with front 
criss cross details. 
Stockings included.

Available Colors

          Black / Pink

One Size 

42

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB809


1pc Essence of 
Glamour Teddy

One piece lust-have 
cut-out teddy, with 

dazzling straps and 
contrasting lace. Dare 

to bare back let all 
sensuality bloom.

B1303

Available Colors

          Yellow
                     Pink

                   Red

One Size 

43

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1303


3pc Boyfriend 
Dress & Stockings

Sheer dress with 
suspenders and open 
heart keyhole details. 
Includes thong with 
rhinestone heart in 
the back. 

L953 

Available Colors

        Strawberlicious

One Size 

44

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL953


2pc Racy 
Seduction Set

Sheerly seductive 
mesh lavished with 
contrast lace brings 

a sexy look to a racy 
skirt with strap to criss 
cross around the body. 
Built in thong. Balconet 

bra with delicate 
sparkle charm. 

D994

Available Colors

          Pink Love
           
One Size 

45

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD994


B1402
1pc Play & 
Tease Teddy 

Fully laced Teddy 
teases and makes 
it easy to be playful 
and sexy. Triple heart 
charms in front and 
flirty bows over straps 
on the sides.

Available Colors

         Pink Love

         Red  Love

         Blue Love
           
One Size 

46

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGW1402


2pc Blooming 
Beauty Dress

Let your romantic side 
bloom with this sheerly 

seductive dress with 
contrast lace trim, 

peek-a-boo ribbon and 
daring open chest. 

Metal charm opens to 
bring seduction to the 
cups. Includes thong.

D1320

Available Colors

          Black

          Grape
           
One Size 

47

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1320


3pc Sexy Sparkling 
Mini Dress & 
Stockings
Make the night 
sparkle with shimmery 
metallic lace cutout 
mini garter dress 
with rhinestone heart 
details, peek-a-boo 
cutout cups, V-boning 
plunge neckline, and 
front tie up ribbon. It 
keeps calling for sexy 
with open front strappy 
detail and lace up back 
ribbon. Includes panty 
and stockings. 

D1503

Available Colors

          Black Shimmer
           
One Size 

48

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1503


2pc Criss Cross 
Passion Romper & 

Stockings

Get wrapped in the 
sexiest strappy romper 

ever. Open sides and 
deep neckline are 

charmed with criss 
cross straps and 

bling details. Cheeky 
bottom. Criss-cross 
stockings included.

B997 

Available Colors

          Black           
One Size 

49

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB997


2pc Fabulous 
Coquette

This Fabulously 
feminine dress comes 
with heart mesh, 
draped skirt ,teasing 
front opening zipper 
and rhinestone heart 
charm. Make it ultra 
sexy with removable 
criss cross stockings 
for the ultimate 
fabulous look. 

B1335

Available Colors

          Fabulous  Pink           
One Size 

50

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1335






L1652
2pc Sexy Corset & 

Boyshorts

Boyfriends favorite 
sexy lingerie set 

gets seductive with 
a sheer corset with 
plunging v-neckline 

and peek-a-boo criss 
cross, Strappy chest 

and zippered cups 
of Chantilly lace. A 
perfect fit Chantilly 

laced shorts turn the 
night around with a zip 

through open crotch 
and buttock.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

One Size  

Vintage Gray

53

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1652


Available Colors

One Size  

B1616
2pc Strappy 
Chantilly Teddy 
& Stockings

Impossible to resist, this 
garter teddy comes with 
straps of seduction , 
enticing cups , chantilly 
lace and ultra revealing 
back. Includes stockings.

Vintage Gray

54

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1616


2pc Sexy Flambé 
Babydoll

A gorgeous babydoll 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 

flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 

Matching cheeky panty 
included.

D1608

Available Colors

              Flaming Red

              Golden Pearl           
One Size 

55

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1608


NEW ARRIVAL

D1661
2pc Sexy Glam 
Night Robe

Sensual lace evokes 
timeless glam with 
fur and sheer mesh 
combined to a sexy 
lingerie robe made to 
fascinate all night long. 
Includes lace thong.

Available Colors
          Golden Black
                     Pearl

One Size  

56

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1661


D1625 
2pc Dream Lace & 

Mesh Babydoll

This dramatic babydoll 
isn’t afraid to show 

off a laced up daring 
open front, and our 

sexiest yet mix of lace 
and mesh. Diamanté 
charm between cups 

and thong adds a bling 
to the night. 

Available Colors

          Porcelain

          Black
           
One Size 

57

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1625


D1621
2pc Dream Lace & 
Mesh Gown

This dramatic gown 
isn’t afraid to show 
off a laced up daring 
open front, and our 
sexiest yet mix of lace 
and mesh. Diamanté 
charm between cups 
and thong adds a bling 
to the night. 

Available Colors

          Porcelain

          Black
           
One Size 

58

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1621


X1511
 4pc Daring 

Señorita Set

In a dare to bare 
ultrasexy lace set 
this Señorita flirts 

with a strappy panty, 
an exquisite one 

piece halter off the 
shoulder top with 

garter belt, and Rated 
X rhinestone charm. 

Includes stockings and 
velour pasties. 

Available Colors
                     Burgandy

One Size  

59

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWX1511


D1403
2pc Sheerly 
Seductive

Sheerly seductive 
dress is the 
ultimate after hours 
combination. Fully 
laced on the top with 
peek-a-boo criss cross 
to play and seduce. 
Includes matching 
hiphugger panty. 

Available Colors

          White

          Blossom Pink           
One Size 

60

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1403


L1509
3pc Timeless 

Seduction Set

Utterly romantic sheer 
halter top with a kiss 
of contrast lace gets 

seductive with a 
cascading veil while 

flirting with a timeless 
garter, matching skirt 

with strappy lacy 
open sides. Includes 

stockings.

Available Colors

          Pink Bride           
One Size 

61

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1509


Available Colors

          Diva Pink
                    Retro Violet

One Size 

2pc High Neck Cut 
Out Gown

This high neck curve 
framing gown, is 
enticing from every 
angle with revealing 
cut outs and a sweet 
mix of mesh and 
overlay lace. Includes 
thong. 

D1618

62

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1618


D988
2pc Feminine 

Sexy Doll

Refreshingly feminine 
fitted shape dress 
lavished with pink 
satin contrast and 
criss-cross ribbon 

details. Daring open 
back reveals your 

best asset. Includes 
matching thong.

Available Colors

          White

One Size 

63

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD988


L1417
3pc Boyfriend 
Lover Skirt Set

Play and flirt with 
racy lace and a garter 
cheeky skirt with 
seductive crisscross 
contrast ribbon and 
peek-a-boo rhinestone 
hearts. Matching halter 
top with flowing hem 
and heart pendant. 
Includes lace garters. 

Available Colors

          White

          Black / Yellow
        
          Black / Lilac           
One Size 

64

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWL1417






B1601
2pc Astonishing 

Teddy & Stockings

Sultry lace makes this 
astonishing Teddy 
a sexy must have 
piece. Adjustable 
straps frame the 

curves while diamanté 
rhinestones gives a 

luxurious touch. Open 
strappy back. Includes 

stockings. 

Available Colors
             
          Emerald

One Size  

67

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWB1601


NEW ARRIVAL

D1657
2pc Sexy Princess 
Babydoll

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 
sexy lingerie babydoll , 
with flirty front opening, 
Pearl details and 
dramatic lace. Princess 
style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong.

Available Colors
          Ruby
                     Emerald

One Size  

68

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1657


D1619
2pc High Neck Cut 

Out Babydoll

This high neck curve 
framing babydoll, is 
enticing from every 

angle with revealing 
cut outs and a sweet 

mix of mesh and 
overlay lace. Includes 

thong.

Available Colors

         Seafoam Glow

One Size 

69

http://smart.ladycat.com/shop/ebook/LGWD1619


L1657
4pc Provocative 
Garter Lingerie Set

Provoke him in a sexy 
lingerie set with a bold 
statement. Half laced 
wired cup bra, strappy 
thong and garter belt 
with little heart details. 
Lace garter add 
sensuality.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Aquamarine
           
One Size 
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Available Colors
          Black

          Red

          Aqua

One Size 

D1306
2pc Sexy 

Enhanced Dress

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly dress 

with sheer voile and 
strap details. Sexy 

gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 

Includes a garter.
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D1307
2pc Sexy 
Enhanced Gown

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly gown 
with sheer voile and 
strap details. Sexy 
gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 
Includes a garter. 

Available Colors
          Aqua

          Black

          Red

One Size 
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L1301
3 pc French 

Kiss Set

Seduction starts with a 
very racy, lacy bra with 
wired cups and strappy 

details. Matching 
thong. Includes 

garters. Rhinestones 
add kisses of bling. 

Available Colors

          Azure

One Size 
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D1404
2pc Tempting Cami 
Set

Tempting flyaway cami 
comes with peek-a-boo 
criss cross and laced 
cups. Hiphugger panty 
gets sexy with 
criss cross sides.

Available Colors

          Jade

One Size 
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B1303
1pc Essence of 
Glamour Teddy

One piece lust-have 
cut-out teddy, with 

dazzling straps and 
contrasting lace. Dare 

to bare back let all 
sensuality bloom. 

Available Colors

          Yellow
                     Pink

                        Red

One Size 
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D1505
2pc Coquette 
Babydoll

Play your coquettish 
side in this oh-so-
sexy babydoll corset 
shape style with racy 
lace, lace up ribbon, 
bow details and wired 
cups framed with 
velour straps. Cheek 
lengthy back with 
zipper opening detail. 
Includes matching 
thong. 

Available Colors
          Bumble Bee
                     Deluxe Pearl

One Size  
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L1626
2pc Cut Out 

Hiphugger Set & 
Stockings

For your every 
midnight mood , a cut 
out garter Hiphugger 

delighted by a high 
waist detail with garter 
straps and lacy sides.  
Includes stockings & 

open front bra.

Available Colors
          Melon Blue
           
One Size  
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NEW ARRIVAL

L1664
2pc Sexy Night 
Pantalon Set

A sexy night starts 
with a seductive two 
piece set composed of 
sheer pants with top 
lace, daring open sides 
with bottom slit cut. A 
matching halter cami 
top with laced wired 
cups and sheer mesh 
completes the set. 
Heart charm adds a 
bling to the night.

Available Colors

          Melon Blue

          Maroon Red
           
One Size 
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Available Colors
          Cobalt Blue
                     Passion Pink

One Size  

D1617
3pc Cage Dress & 

Stockings 

This enticing garter 
dress comes with a 

strappy halter neckline, 
bustier cups and a 

flirty draped mesh to 
seduce from every 

angle. Adjustable 
straps gives a perfect 

fit to a pretty skirt 
mixed with lace and 

mesh. 
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NEW ARRIVAL

D1658
2pc Sexy Princess 
Gown

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 
sexy lingerie gown, 
with flirty front opening, 
Pearl details and 
dramatic lace. Princess 
style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong. 

Available Colors

          Royal

          Ruby
           
One Size 
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B1402
1pc Play & Tease 

Teddy

Fully laced Teddy 
teases and makes 

it easy to be playful 
and sexy. Triple heart 

charms in front and 
flirty bows over straps 

on the sides. 

Available Colors

          Pink Love

          Red  Love

          Blue Love
           
One Size 
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B1416
2pc French 
Mistress 

A vintage sexy garter 
Teddy begins with 
luxurious lace, cutouts 
at the front and back, 
double strappy waist, 
a deep V neckline 
notched in a rich satin 
crisscross ribbon. 
Diamanté details in 
the thong bottom and 
bra straps. Necklace 
and lace garters add 
sexiness to the look. 

Available Colors
           Royal Blue

One Size  
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Available Colors
          Night Blue

One Size  

D963
3pc Sexy 

Bachelorette Mini 
Dress

Sheer laced mini 
dress with criss cross 

details. Includes thong 
& garter. 
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D967
3pc Sexy 
Bachelorette Dress

Sheer laced long 
dress with criss cross 
details & high cut side 
slits. Includes thong & 
garter. 

Available Colors
          Night Blue

One Size  
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Available Colors
          Sweet Blue
                     Pink Hibiscus

One Size  

B1502
2pc Sensual 
Mood Teddy

This wired cupped 
teddy makes a 

dramatic statement 
with stunning lace , 
curved straps and 

flirty lace up ribbon. 
Cheekini bottom paired 

with garters and bow 
set the stage for the 

perfect mood. 
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L1330
3pc Boyfriend 
Cami Set

This cutout sheer 
halter cami  puts a 
spin on romance 
with a kiss of lace, 
contrasting details and 
matching garter thong 
with charming hearts. 
Includes garter. 

Available Colors
          Azure

One Size  
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B1623 
2pc Daringly 

Strappy Teddy

Designed for the 
daring this teddy is 

seriously sensual with 
a mix of all your sexy 

favorites: lace & mesh, 
strappy & lace up. 

Cheeky with a strappy 
back and bling details. 

Includes garter lace.

Available Colors

          Neon Pink

         Lavender

One Size 
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NEW ARRIVAL

B1660
2pc Sexy Night-Out 
Teddy & Stockings

A sexy night-out starts 
with a sensual lingerie 
teddy strapped around 
the body with front 
lace panels and criss 
cross details. Wired 
cups and garter belt 
with diamanté detail. 
Includes stockings.

Available Colors
          Pink Quartz
                     Majestic Purple

One Size  
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Available Colors

          Orchid

One Size 

B1610
2pc Racy 

Silhouette 
Bodystocking

Accentuate your 
curves in a glamorous 

mix of embroidered 
lace and sheer mesh 

silhouette. Racy 
crisscross details 

and diamanté charm 
necklace adds 

sensuality. 
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D1618
2pc High Neck Cut 
Out Gown

This high neck curve 
framing gown, is 
enticing from every 
angle with revealing 
cut outs and a sweet 
mix of mesh and 
overlay lace. Includes 
thong.

Available Colors

          Diva Pink
                    Retro Violet

One Size 
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D1403
2pc Sheerly 

Seductive

Sheerly seductive 
dress is the 

ultimate after hours 
combination. Fully 

laced on the top with 
peek-a-boo criss cross 

to play and seduce. 
Includes matching 

hiphugger panty. 

Available Colors

          White

          Blossom Pink           
One Size 
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L1405
4pc Kiss of 
Romance

Create the lingerie 
outfit of your fantasies 
with this lacy garter 
skirt with peek-a-
boo criss cross and 
diamanté charm detail. 
Make it ultra feminine 
and utterly romantic 
with a matching bustier 
top. Includes lace 
garters and panty. 

Available Colors

          Blossom Pink           
One Size 
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D1320
2pc Blooming 
Beauty Dress

Let your romantic side 
bloom with this sheerly

seductive dress with
contrast lace trim, 

peek-a-boo ribbon and 
daring open chest. 

Metal charm opens to 
bring seduction to the 
cups. Includes thong. 

Available Colors

          Black

          Grape
           
One Size 
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B1326
2pc Bodystocking 
Temptation

Cutout halter 
bodystocking, flirty lace 
ties, with contrast silky 
belt makes for a curve-
skimming sexy style. 
Includes a sparkling 
sequined panty. 

Available Colors

          Wine
           
One Size 
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D1505
2pc Coquette 

Babydoll

Play your coquettish 
side in this oh-so-

sexy babydoll corset 
shape style with racy 
lace, lace up ribbon, 

bow details and wired 
cups framed with 

velour straps. Cheek 
lengthy back with 

zipper opening detail.  
Includes matching 

thong. 
Available Colors
          Bumble Bee
                     Deluxe Pearl

One Size  
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D1515
2pc Coquette 
Gown 

Play your coquettish 
side in this oh-so-sexy 
gown corset shape 
style with racy lace, 
lace up ribbon, bow 
details and wired cups 
framed with velour 
straps. Back with 
zipper opening detail.  
Includes matching 
thong. 

Available Colors
          Orchid
                     Black

One Size  
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Available Colors
          French Violet
                     Black

One Size  

D1418
2pc Parisien Lady 

Love Gown

Accentuate your 
curves in this 

glamorous mix of 
lace and mesh gown 

romanced in satin 
contrast ribbon, deep 
plunging front, wired 

cups, and open back. 
Finished with a strappy 
thong with heart charm 

detail. 
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D1435
2pc Parisien Lady 
Love Babydoll

Accentuate your 
curves in this 
glamorous mix of lace 
and mesh babydoll 
romanced in satin 
contrast ribbon, deep 
plunging front, wired 
cups, and open cheeky 
back. Finished with 
a strappy thong with 
heart charm detail. 

Available Colors
          French Violet
                     Black

One Size  
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D1655
2pc Sexy Night 

Gown 

This sexy lingerie 
night gown comes 

with “tattoo” effect lace 
with golden sparks, 

wired sheer cups 
and mermaid-length 

dress to show off 
your curves. Plunging 
V-back line. Includes 

thong.

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Black

           
One Size 
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NEW ARRIVAL

B1650
3pc Sexy Cut Out 
Corset & Stockings

Floral lace and sheer 
mesh makes this sexy 
lingerie garter corset 
& thong a unique 
piece of seduction 
with golden beads 
straps details. Includes 
stockings.

Available Colors
          Black Gold
           

One Size  
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D1508
2pc Sexy Delight 

Lingerie Gown  

Delicate lace shapes 
the silhouette and 

gets sexy with strappy 
necklines, necklace 
inspired rhinestone 
heart charm, peek-

a-boo criss crossing 
detail and a luxurious 

double front slit for 
after dark delight. 

Includes thong with 
heart rhinestone detail. 

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors
          Black

     
One Size  
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NEW ARRIVAL

D1661
2pc Sexy Glam 
Night Robe

Sensual lace evokes 
timeless glam with 
fur and sheer mesh 
combined to a sexy 
lingerie robe made to 
fascinate all night long. 
Includes lace thong.

Available Colors
          Golden Black
                     Pearl

One Size  
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Available Colors

          Black

           
One Size 

B166
2pc Erotic Body

Open bra and crotch 
teddy with dramatic 

silver pattern on nude 
mesh with a floating 
“tattoo” effect. Very 
erotic. Bow details. 
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NEW ARRIVAL

B1654
1pv Vinyl & Lace 
Sexy Teddy

A halter sexy lingerie 
teddy trimmed in 
vinyl gets naughty 
in lace, chain details 
and diamanté charm. 
Plunging V-neckline.

Available Colors

          Gold

          Red Wine
           
One Size 
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D1621
2pc Dream Lace & 

Mesh Gown

This dramatic gown 
isn’t afraid to show 

off a laced up daring 
open front, and our 

sexiest yet mix of lace 
and mesh. Diamanté 
charm between cups 

and thong adds a bling 
to the night.

Available Colors

          Porcelain

          Black
           
One Size 
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D1625
2pc Dream Lace & 
Mesh Babydoll

This dramatic babydoll 
isn’t afraid to show 
off a laced up daring 
open front, and our 
sexiest yet mix of lace 
and mesh. Diamanté 
charm between cups 
and thong adds a bling 
to the night. 

Available Colors

          Porcelain

          Black
           
One Size 
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Available Colors
          Scarlet Red
                     Black

One Size  

X1605
4pc Femme 

Fatale Corsety & 
Stockings

Outrageously sexy 
this one piece strappy 
combination of halter 

corset and teddy 
brings the authentic 

femme fatale look 
with sultry jacquard 

lace, velour adjustable 
straps, diamanté 
charm, matching 

gloves and stockings.
Includes pasties.  
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B1614 
3pc Slip Corset & 
Stockings

3pc garter slip garter 
corset gets daring after 
dark with a strappy 
plunging v-neckline 
and shiny lace that 
feels like moonlight 
kisses. Belt details. 
Includes panty & 
stockings.

Available Colors

          Moonlight Black
           
One Size 
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Available Colors
                     Black

One Size  

X1512
3pc Midnight 

Straps

Midnight Straps - One 
piece vinyl teddy 

brings sexy to a higher 
level. Adjustable vinyl 

straps hugs the curves 
and neck and teases 

with a sexy tickle 
feather. Fishnet gloves 

matches the cheeky 
bottom. Includes 

pasties.
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Available Colors
                     Black

One Size  

X908
3pc Racy Bodysuit

Racy Bodysuit with 
adjustable straps criss 
crossing over the body, 
lace and rhinestones 
details. Ties around 
the neck with 
adjustable back hook. 
Stockings and pasties 
are included. 
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D1307
2pc Sexy 

Enhanced Gown

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly gown 
with sheer voile and 

strap details. Sexy 
gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 

Includes a garter. 

Available Colors
          Aqua

          Black

          Red

One Size 
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D1306
2pc Sexy 
Enhanced Dress

Burst your cocoon into 
a sexy butterfly dress 
with sheer voile and 
strap details. Sexy 
gets enhanced with 
open strappy back. 
Includes a garter. 

Available Colors
          Black

          Red

          Aqua

One Size 
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Available Colors

          Black

          Red
           
One Size 

D957
3pc Coup de 

Foudre Mini Dress

Sheer flyaway mini 
dress with laced 

cups and detachable 
rhinestone chain detail. 

High slit open back. 
Includes garter thong 

and garters. 
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D916
3pc Coup de 
Foudre Dress

Sheer flyaway long 
dress with laced 
cups and detachable 
rhinestone chain detail. 
Jeweled bows. Satin 
waist matching thong 
comes with garters. 
High slit open back 
with adjustable hooks.  
Includes lace garters. 

Available Colors

          Black

          Red
           
One Size 
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D1325
3pc Sexy 

Diva Dress

Make a sexy statement 
in this ultra sexy gown. 

A deep V neckline , 
high side slits, and 
completely opened 

back. Contrasting silky 
belt gives you the 

sexiest allure. Includes 
a sassy lace thong 
with cascade chain 

details. 

Available Colors
         Gold
           
One Size 
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Available Colors

          Black

           
One Size 

B1339
2pc Daring 
Bodysuit

Daringly and barely 
there open cupped 
bodystocking comes 
cutout in the front 
throughout the crotch 
all the way to the back. 
Silver chains inspires 
seduction. Includes 
heart pasties.
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Available Colors

          Black
           
One Size 

L1420
4pc Secret Lover 

Lingerie Set & 
Stockings

Sexy is just about to 
start with a stunning 

lace cami top, with 
deep plunge front 
, wired cups, and 

faux buckle detail. A 
matching garter panty 

gets naughty and 
sexy with full open 

back. Turn into a wild 
night with matching 

necklace/wrist chain. 
Includes stockings. 
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D1338
2 pc Love 
Affair Dress

Start a love affair with 
this ultra sheer barely 
there babydoll, with cut 
out empire waist, wired 
laced cups and neon
contrasting ribbon. 
Includes matching 
thong. 

Available Colors
          Black Neon

One Size 
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L1417
3pc Boyfriend 

Lover Skirt Set

Play and flirt with 
racy lace and a garter 

cheeky skirt with 
seductive crisscross 
contrast ribbon and 

peek-a-boo rhinestone 
hearts. Matching halter 

top with flowing hem 
and heart pendant. 

Includes lace garters.

Available Colors

          White

          Black / Yellow
        
          Black / Lilac           
One Size 
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L1417
3pc Boyfriend 
Lover Skirt Set

Play and flirt with 
racy lace and a garter 
cheeky skirt with 
seductive crisscross 
contrast ribbon and 
peek-a-boo rhinestone 
hearts. Matching halter 
top with flowing hem 
and heart pendant. 
Includes lace garters.

Available Colors

          White

          Black / Yellow
        
          Black / Lilac           
One Size 
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D929
3pc Sex Appealing 
Dress & Stockings

Fishnet cut out dress 
with removable 

garters, sheer skirt and 
back diamond studded 

bow details. Includes 
thong and stockings. 

Available Colors

          Black

           
One Size 
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D1407
3pc Lusty Uneven 
Gown
This unique one side 
sheer gown is the 
ultimate lust-have night 
dress. Sheer mesh 
is short on one side 
and long on the other 
to give the perfect 
balance of sexy and 
glamour. Laced trim 
cups, contrasting 
ribbon flirts with a 
matching strappy 
garter panty. Includes 
lace garters. 

Available Colors

          Black Spring

           
One Size 
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Available Colors
                     Black

One Size  

X818
2pc Chastity Heart 

Panty & Pasties

Panty comes with 
velour straps around 
the hips, rhinestones 

details and heart 
charm. Solid piece of 
fabric covers the front 
and under the crotch. 
Open back thong for 

a Rated-X review. 
Includes pasties. 
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X014
2pc Teasing 
Leopard Teddy

One piece leopard 
teddy with strappy 
panty, rhinestone and 
O-ring details. Teasing 
leopard fabric connects 
back to the front: cover 
the breast or leave it 
open to show off heart 
pasties. 

Available Colors
                   Leopard Print

One Size  
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Available Colors
                     Vintage

One Size  

P1510
Strappy V-String 
with Suspenders

With plenty of cheek 
to peek this strappy 
v-string comes with 

a suspender to 
tease and seduce. 

Rhinestone detailed 
rings and charms, add 

a bling to the night. 
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X1612
3pc Halter Cheekini 
Panty & Stockings

Beautiful lace and 
straps get sultry on a 
cheeky favorite rated 
x garter panty with 
pasties and a halter 
strap that creates a 
revealing neckline. 
Includes stockings and 
diamond pasties.

Available Colors
                     Blossom Pink

One Size  
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Available Colors
                     Black

         Red

One Size  

P1318
Basic Instinct 

Panty Stocking

With an open crotch 
and daring open back 

this 
outrageously sexy 

lace panty is a must 
have late-night winner. 

Attached criss cross 
stockings adds to the 

night’s fantasy. 
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Available Colors
                     Neon Pink

         Black

One Size  

P1622
2pc Strappy 
Cheekini & 
Stockings  

Sultry mix of mesh 
and lace gets enticing 
with strappy front 
cutouts and caged 
back making this 
garter cheekini the 
strappier and sexier 
yet. Includes stockings 
and bling detail. 
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P1615
2pc Cut Out 

Hiphugger & 
Stockings

For your every 
midnight mood , a 
cut out Hiphugger 

delighted by a high 
waist detail with garter 
straps and lacy sides.   

Includes stockings.

Available Colors
                     Edgy Pink

One Size  

P1667
2pc Sexy Sparkling 

Thong

Make the night sparkle 
in a sexy lingerie 

strappy thong with high 
waist and oversize 

rhinestone charm to 
shine through the 

night. Includes lace 
garter.

Available Colors
                     Red

One Size  

NEW ARRIVAL
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P924
2pc Charming 
Thong & Stockings

Laced criss cross low 
waist garter thong 
with jeweled bows 
and rhinestone chain. 
Includes matching 
stockings. 

Available Colors
                     Black

         Red

         White

One Size  
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D1658P
2pc Sexy Princess 

Gown

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 

sexy lingerie gown , 
with flirty front opening, 

Pearl details and 
dramatic lace. Princess 

style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong. 

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors

          Ruby
   
Sizes:
1X/2X,  3X/4X 
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NEW ARRIVAL

D1661P 
2pc Sexy Glam 
Night Robe

Sensual lace evokes 
timeless glam with 
fur and sheer mesh 
combined to a sexy 
lingerie robe made to 
fascinate all night long. 
Includes lace thong.

Available Colors
          Golden Black
           
Sizes:
1X/2X,  3X/4X 
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D1508P
2pc Sexy Delight 

Lingerie Gown  

Delicate lace shapes 
the silhouette and 

gets sexy with strappy 
necklines, necklace 
inspired rhinestone 
heart charm, peek-

a-boo criss crossing 
detail and a luxurious 

double front slit for 
after dark delight. 

Includes thong with 
heart rhinestone detail. 

NEW ARRIVAL

Available Colors
          Black
     
Sizes:
1X/2X,  3X/4X 
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NEW ARRIVAL

D1657P
2pc Sexy Princess 
Babydoll

Seduce your Prince 
Charming  with this 
sexy lingerie babydoll , 
with flirty front opening, 
Pearl details and 
dramatic lace. Princess 
style on-shoulder 
sleeve. Includes 
matching thong.

Available Colors
                     Emerald

Sizes:
1X/2X,  3X/4X 
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Available Colors

          Night Blue

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D963P
3pc Sexy 

Bachelorette 
Mini Dress

Sheer laced mini 
dress with criss cross 

details. Includes thong 
& garter. 
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D1609P
2pc Sexy Flambé 
Gown

A gorgeous gown 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 
flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 
Matching cheeky panty 
included.

Available Colors
            
          Royal Blue

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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D1608P
2pc Sexy Flambé 

Babydoll

A gorgeous babydoll 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 

flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 

Matching cheeky panty 
included. 

Available Colors

          Flaming Red

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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Available Colors

          Golden Pearl

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D1608P
2pc Sexy 
Flambé Babydoll

A gorgeous babydoll 
with kisses of gold 
and silky lace gets 
irresistibly hot with 
flyaway mesh trimmed 
in lace, open sides and 
golden beaded straps. 
Matching cheeky panty 
included.
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D1415P
3pc Sexy Darling 

Babydoll 

A sparkling night 
starts with a delightful 

shiny sheer lace, 
cutout flyaway 

babydoll, strappy back 
embellished by golden 
beads and contrasting 
ribbon. Includes thong. 

Available Colors

          Pink

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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Available Colors

          Lilac

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D1514P
2pc Oh-So-Low 
Babydoll

Daringly oh-so-low 
babydoll, seduce 
with a mix of lace 
and sheer. Necklace 
inspired rhinestone 
heart charm, peek-
a-boo criss crossing 
detail and a sexy 
double front slit with 
bow & chain details. 
Includes thong with 
heart rhinestone detail. 
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Available Colors

          Black

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D916P
3pc Coup de 

Foudre Dress

Sheer flyaway long 
dress with laced 

cups and detachable 
rhinestone chain detail. 

Jeweled bows. Satin 
waist matching thong 

comes with garters. 
High slit open back 

with adjustable hooks. 
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D1421P
3pc Innocent Affair 
Robe

A meant to thrill 
innocent affair begins 
with sheer robe 
trimmed in shimmery 
lace sexy ruffled 
bottom wrapped in a 
contrast luxury ribbon. 
Includes a matching 
open crotch thong 
and open cup bra with 
heart charm to turn 
the night unforgettably 
sexy. 

Available Colors

          Pink Quartz

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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Available Colors

          Black

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D1404P
2pc Tempting Cami 

Set

Tempting flyaway cami 
comes with peek-a-
boo criss cross and 

laced cups. Hiphugger 
panty gets sexy with 

criss cross sides. 
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D1403P
2pc Sheerly 
Seductive

Sheerly seductive 
dress is the 
ultimate after hours 
combination. Fully 
laced on the top with 
peek-a-boo criss cross 
to play and seduce. 
Includes matching 
hiphugger panty. 

Available Colors

          Black

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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Available Colors

          White

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X

D988P
2pc Feminine 

Sexy Doll

Refreshingly feminine 
fitted shape dress 
lavished with pink 
satin contrast and 
criss-cross ribbon 

details. Daring open 
back reveals your 

best asset. Includes 
matching thong. 
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D957P
3pc Coup de 
Foudre Mini Dress

Sheer flyaway mini 
dress with laced cups 
and rhinestone chain 
detail. High slit open 
back. Includes garter 
thong and garters. 

Available Colors

         Red

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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B1402P
1pc Play & Tease 

Teddy 

Fully laced Teddy 
teases and makes 

it easy to be playful 
and sexy. Triple heart 

charms in front and 
flirty bows over straps 

on the sides. 

Available Colors

          Red Love

          Pink Love

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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B1402P
1pc Play & Tease 
Teddy 

Fully laced Teddy 
teases and makes 
it easy to be playful 
and sexy. Triple heart 
charms in front and 
flirty bows over straps 
on the sides.

Available Colors

          Red Love

          Pink Love

Sizes: 
1X/2X,  3X/4X
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